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What is Python?

Python is an easy to learn, powerful programming 
language. It has efficient high-level data structures and a 
simple but effective approach to object-oriented 
programming. 

https://docs.python.org/  

Designed by Guido van Rossum

First appeared February 20, 1991; 
30 years ago

https://docs.python.org/
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Python’s philosophy
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What the version is actual?

We use version 3.6 for coding, but some other people's 
programs may be old and written with version 2.x.
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Quick introduction into Python
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Useful links for Python studying

● https://www.w3schools.com/python

● https://python.land/python-tutorial

We hope two links will be more than 

enough

P.S.

Now is 23:07, night before the school starts.

I’m exhausted...

https://www.w3schools.com/python
https://python.land/python-tutorial
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Numbers

Integer. The Python integer is a non-fractional number, like 1, 2, 
45, -1, -2, and -100. It’s one of the three types of numbers Python 
supports natively, the others being floating point numbers and 
complex numbers.

Float. Just put the floating point to get this number type

Converting to an integer/float

https://python.land/python-tutorial

string format
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Strings

A string in Python is a sequence of characters

Converting to a string and some operations
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Booleans

A boolean is the simplest data type; it’s either True or False.

In Python, we use booleans in combination with conditional statements to 
control the flow of a program:
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Lists

Lists are used to store multiple items in a single 
variable.

List items can be of any data type

List items are indexed and you can access them by 
referring to the index number. Note: The first item has 
index 0.

Using the append() method to append an item
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Built-in Python list methods
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Dictionaries

Check if a key exists in a Python dictionary

Creating a Python Dictionary

Some built-in dictionary methods return a view object, 
offering a window on your dictionary’s key and values. 
phone_numbers.keys() ???
phone_numbers.values() ???
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Built-in Python dictionary methods
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Python Conditions and If Statements
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Python For Loop and While Loop
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Functions

A function is a block of code which only runs when it is called.

You can pass data, known as parameters, into a function.

A function can return data as a result.
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Classes

Python is an object oriented 
programming language.

Almost everything in Python is an 
object, with its properties and 
methods. 

A Class is like an object constructor, 
or a "blueprint" for creating objects.
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Exercises

https://www.w3schools.com/python/exercise.asp?filename=exercise_syntax1

Don’t hesitate to test your Python skills;)

You can go through a small test. 

Just click a link below
Please...

Good luck!

https://www.w3schools.com/python/exercise.asp?filename=exercise_syntax1


Thx
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